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La Linea: A Novel By Ann Jaramillo. Is this your downtime? What will you do then? Having extra or
leisure time is quite amazing. You can do everything without pressure. Well, we mean you to save you
couple of time to review this publication La Linea: A Novel By Ann Jaramillo This is a god publication to
accompany you in this downtime. You will not be so hard to know something from this e-book La Linea: A
Novel By Ann Jaramillo More, it will certainly assist you to obtain better info and also encounter. Also you
are having the terrific jobs, reviewing this publication La Linea: A Novel By Ann Jaramillo will certainly not
add your thoughts.

From School Library Journal
Grade 5 Up-Six years ago, Miguel and Elena's mother and father left Mexico and crossed la línea into
California. On the morning of Miguel's 15th birthday, he receives a note from his father telling him that it is
time for him to join them. Miguel is sad to leave his grandmother and sister behind, but is excited about
being reunited with his parents. Unbeknownst to Miguel, Elena, 13, disguises herself and joins him on the
difficult journey. They are robbed, threatened, and almost perish in a desperate trek across the desert. The
pacing of the plot is quick and driven, and the characters are realistically drawn. They interact as true
siblings do, sometimes with love and sometimes not. Cultural and geographical background information is
expertly woven into the novel. The author creates a mood of desperation and anxiety as the story unfolds and
Miguel and Elena discover that crossing la línea will forever change the way they look at themselves and the
world. Although the epilogue illuminates their lives as adults, the novel ends abruptly, leaving readers
without the anticipated emotional release of their reunion with their parents.-Melissa Christy Buron, Epps
Island Elementary, Houston, TX
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

From Booklist
*Starred Review* Gr. 5-8. When Miguel, 15, leaves San Jacinto, Mexico, to join his parents in California,
his sister, Elena, 13, secretly follows him. Together with their guides they barely survive a harrowing
journey through the desert and across la linea, the border. A gripping contemporary survival adventure, this
spare first novel is also a heart-wrenching family story of courage, betrayal, and love. The harsh facts of the
border crossing are immediate--the horrors of dehydration, the soldiers' violence, corruption, and the
migrants' terrifying, often disastrous attempts to hop the trains. Miguel's first-person narrative tells it without
romanticism. The young people are brave, but they are angry at each other and at their parents, who left them
seven years before. They do make it, but always there is the reality of those who do not. Jaramillo teaches
migrant kids in California, and in her final notes, she says her story is fiction, but it is based on real events.
Spanish is a natural part of the text; there is no glossary, and no need for one. Add this to the list of books in
the Core Collection: "The New Immigration Story" in the August 2005 issue of Booklist. Hazel Rochman
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved

Review



“A gripping contemporary survival adventure, this spare first novel is also a heart-wrenching family story of
courage, betrayal, and love.” ?Booklist, Starred Review

“Jaramillo's first novel is convincing and effective.” ?The Horn Book Magazine

“A nail-biting real-life adventure.” ?Kirkus Reviews

“This well-written account of the perils of illegal border crossing would make a worthwhile read for students
studying history, geography, or cultures and is a solid recommendation for both school and public libraries.”
?Voices of Youth Advocates

“The author creates a mood of desperation and anxiety as the story unfolds and Miguel and Elena discover
that crossing la línea will forever change the way they look at themselves and the world.” ?School Library
Journal
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Is La Linea: A Novel By Ann Jaramillo publication your preferred reading? Is fictions? How's regarding
past history? Or is the most effective seller novel your selection to fulfil your spare time? Or perhaps the
politic or spiritual publications are you hunting for currently? Below we go we provide La Linea: A Novel
By Ann Jaramillo book collections that you require. Lots of varieties of books from several fields are given.
From fictions to science as well as religious can be searched and learnt here. You could not fret not to locate
your referred publication to check out. This La Linea: A Novel By Ann Jaramillo is one of them.

It can be one of your early morning readings La Linea: A Novel By Ann Jaramillo This is a soft documents
book that can be managed downloading from on-line publication. As recognized, in this innovative age,
innovation will relieve you in doing some tasks. Even it is merely checking out the visibility of publication
soft data of La Linea: A Novel By Ann Jaramillo can be extra feature to open. It is not just to open up and
also save in the gizmo. This time in the early morning and other free time are to review guide La Linea: A
Novel By Ann Jaramillo

The book La Linea: A Novel By Ann Jaramillo will certainly consistently give you positive value if you do it
well. Completing guide La Linea: A Novel By Ann Jaramillo to read will certainly not become the only
objective. The goal is by obtaining the positive worth from guide up until the end of guide. This is why; you
should discover even more while reading this La Linea: A Novel By Ann Jaramillo This is not only exactly
how fast you check out a publication and also not just has the amount of you completed guides; it is about
what you have obtained from the books.
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Miguel has dreamed of joining his parents in California since the day they left him behind in Mexico six
years, eleven months, and twelve days ago. On the morning of his fifteenth birthday, Miguel's wait is over.
Or so he thinks. The trip north to the border?la línea?is fraught with dangers. Thieves. Border guards. And a
grueling, two-day trek across the desert. It would be hard enough to survive alone. But it's almost impossible
with his tagalong sister in tow.
Their money gone and their hopes nearly dashed, Miguel and his sister have no choice but to hop the
infamous mata gente as it races toward the border. As they cling to the roof of the speeding train, they hold
onto each other, and to their dreams. But they quickly learn that you can't always count on dreams?even the
ones that come true.
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pacing of the plot is quick and driven, and the characters are realistically drawn. They interact as true
siblings do, sometimes with love and sometimes not. Cultural and geographical background information is
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journey through the desert and across la linea, the border. A gripping contemporary survival adventure, this
spare first novel is also a heart-wrenching family story of courage, betrayal, and love. The harsh facts of the
border crossing are immediate--the horrors of dehydration, the soldiers' violence, corruption, and the
migrants' terrifying, often disastrous attempts to hop the trains. Miguel's first-person narrative tells it without
romanticism. The young people are brave, but they are angry at each other and at their parents, who left them
seven years before. They do make it, but always there is the reality of those who do not. Jaramillo teaches
migrant kids in California, and in her final notes, she says her story is fiction, but it is based on real events.
Spanish is a natural part of the text; there is no glossary, and no need for one. Add this to the list of books in
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Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved

Review

“A gripping contemporary survival adventure, this spare first novel is also a heart-wrenching family story of
courage, betrayal, and love.” ?Booklist, Starred Review

“Jaramillo's first novel is convincing and effective.” ?The Horn Book Magazine

“A nail-biting real-life adventure.” ?Kirkus Reviews

“This well-written account of the perils of illegal border crossing would make a worthwhile read for students
studying history, geography, or cultures and is a solid recommendation for both school and public libraries.”
?Voices of Youth Advocates

“The author creates a mood of desperation and anxiety as the story unfolds and Miguel and Elena discover
that crossing la línea will forever change the way they look at themselves and the world.” ?School Library
Journal
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0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Five Stars
By Amazon Customer
Satisfied with the purchase and will do business again

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Great!
By Artemio S.
Great book, quick delivery.
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Five Stars
By Delta
Brought me to tears.
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Considering the book La Linea: A Novel By Ann Jaramillo to check out is likewise needed. You could
select guide based on the favourite themes that you like. It will certainly involve you to enjoy reviewing
various other publications La Linea: A Novel By Ann Jaramillo It can be also concerning the requirement
that obliges you to read guide. As this La Linea: A Novel By Ann Jaramillo, you could find it as your
reading book, even your favourite reading publication. So, discover your preferred publication below and
also get the link to download and install guide soft data.
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